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In the Walecka model, the antilambda mass in dense nuclear matter is smaller than its value in
&ee space. This reduces the threshold for antilambda production in dense matter that forms in the
compression stage of ultrarelativistic heavy ion collisions. Because of the large number of mesons
produced in the collision, the process KM —+ AN, where M denotes either a pion or a rho meson,
is shown to be important and provides thus a plausible explanation for the observed enhancement
of antilambda yield in recent experiments carried out at CERN SPS with nuclear beams.
PACS number(s): 25.75.+r
In heavy ion collisions at ultrarelativistic energies, the
quark-gluon plasma may be formed in the initial high
energy density stage [1]. A number of signatures have
been suggested for the detection of this state of matter.
Among them is the enhanced production of strangeness
as a result of the large abundance of strange quarks and
antiquarks in the quark-gluon plasma [2]. This is based
on the belief that strange particle production is sup-
pressed in normal hadronic processes. However, it has
been shown recently that this need not be the case be-
cause secondary interactions of the created particles can
also produce strange particles and lead to strangeness
enhancement [3, 4]. This will particularly be so if one
takes into account the change of hadron masses in the
medium. Indeed, if one lets kaon mass decrease in dense
matter as a result of the precursory effect of kaon conden-
sation at high densities [5, 6], then kaon production from
the process ver ~ KK is enhanced and it can account
for the experimentally measured enhancement of K+/m+
ratio in Brookhaven AGS experiments [7]. Similarly, the
reduced phi meson mass in dense matter [8, 9] can also
explain the large P/cu ratio observed in the CERN SPS
experiments [10].
In the NA35 experiment of S+S at 200 GeV/nucleon
[11], the antilambda yield is 1.5 per event and is 115
times greater than that in p-p collisions at the same en-
ergy. Compared with the 36-fold enhancement of the
negatively charged particles, most of them being nega-
tive pions, there is a factor three enhancement of an-
tilambda yield in heavy ion collisions. This enhance-
ment can probably be explained if one assumes that a
quark-gluon plasma is formed in the initial stage of the
collisions. However, the formation of the quark-gluon
plasma is unlikely for collisions between light nuclei such
as the sulfur. Other explanations have also been pro-
posed. Aichelin and Werner have emphasized the impor-
tance of the many-body effect [12]. Sorge et al. [13] have
shown that the color rope formation in string excitations
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leads also to enhanced production of antilambdas. In
this paper, we shall show that this enhancement can be
accounted for by the lower antilambda production thresh-
old as a result of the reduced antilambda mass in dense
matter.
The decrease of lambda mass in dense matter is ex-
pected from the partial restoration of chiral symmetry in
hot dense matter but has not been studied in detail. In
Ref. [14], the Walecka model has been generalized to in-
clude the lambda particle. The in-medium lambda mass
in this model is given by
mA ——mA — g ps)
go AAgo NN (1)
m+
where p, is the nuclear scalar density and increases with
nuclear density. The scalar meson mass is taken to be
rn = 550 MeV. According to the quark model [14],
the lambda-scalar meson coupling constant g AA is about
two-thirds of the nucleon-scalar meson coupling constant
g ~~. We take g && = 48, which is about a factor two
smaller than the value used in the normal Walecka model,
to obtain an in-medium nucleon mass of about 0.8 times
its mass in free space, which is close to the empirically de-
termined value [15]. In Fig. 1, the density dependence of
both the nucleon and lambda masses is shown. It shows
that both masses decrease substantially in dense nuclear
matter. The density dependence is especially strong be-
low 3po, where po is the normal nuclear matter density.
Since the antilambda has the same mass as the lambda,
its mass is reduced in dense matter as well.
In hadronic matter, the antilambda can be produced
from the nucleon-nucleon interaction (NN ~ NNAA),
the meson-nucleon interaction (KN ~ vrA), and the
meson-meson interaction (MM ~ AA and KM —+ AN),
where M denotes either a pion or a rho meson. The
first process is important during the initial nonequilib-
rium stage of heavy ion collisions. Its contribution is
similar to that from the p-p collision and will not lead
to the enhancement of antilambda production. The sec-
ond process is unimportant as the number of N created
in the collision is small. The last one would dominate
after the compression stage when many mesons are pro-
duced. Because of the Okubo-Zweig-Iizuka (OZI) rule
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FIG. 2. The Feynman diagram for KM —+ AN, where M
denotes either a pion or a rho meson.
FIG. 1. The density dependence of nucleon and lambda
masses from the Walecka model. o KM AN — d cos 8M(cos 8),Pf8vrsp, (2)
[16], the reaction MM ~ AA is expected to be sup-
pressed and will not be considered. Since there is an
appreciable number of kaons produced in the collision,
the reaction KM ~ AN is more favorable as it is not
suppressed by the OZI rule.
The Feynman diagram for KM -+ AN reaction is
shown in Fig. 2. It can be easily evaluated, and the cross
section is
where s is the square of the center-of-mass energy. The
initial and final three momenta of the particles are de-
noted by p, and pf, respectively, while the angle between
them is given by 8.
Using the pseudoscalar coupling for the AN K
and NNrr vertices, the squared invariant amplitude
M (cos8) for the reaction Krr -+ AN can be expressed
2 2 g 2 g 2 2
( 8) ( 9ANK9NN& ( ( ANK
™N
) (
NN N
q N ) E ANK q ) 0 ANN
x[2PA qpN q —PA pN q —rnN (2pA q —pA PN) + mNmA(2pN q —q ) —rnN rnA]
For the NNp vertex, we include both the vector and the tensor couplings. The squared invariant amplitude
Mz(cos 8) for the reaction Kp -+ AN is then
2 g g 2 2 2
M~(cos8) = —i(gANKgNN p ~ f AANK mN ~ ANN p N
—mN ) kAANK q ) (ANN q
2
x
~
1+
~
[SrnN (pA q+ mNrnA) —4PN pp (pg q+ SmNmA)fNNp'i
9NNp)
mp (pA ' pN— 3mNmA) + s (PA ' PN + mNmA)(pN ' pp) ]2
4 2
P
—211+ fNNplt f fNNp ~ g 2
~
(2PN pp[mA(mp —2mN 3pN ' pp)
gNNP ) 0 2mNgNNp)
—rnN (2pA q+ PA pp)] + 2mNmp (pA q+ rnNtnA)
4
+ 2 (PN ' pp) (mAPN ' pp + mNPA ' pp))
mp
'i i'(q+p-) -' "' ""i
42mN9NNI ) 4 mph
x[2PA qpN'q PA'PNq +mN (PA'PN 2PA'q)+mNmA(2PN'q —q')]
(4)
» Eqs. (3) and (4), PA, pN, and p& are, respectively,
the four momenta of the antilambda, the nucleon and
the rho meson. The four momentum transfer is given by
9 =7~ —PA.
The pseudoscalar coupling constants gA~~ and g~~,
the vector and tensor coupling constants gNN~ and fNN~,
and the cutoE parameters A in the form factor at the
vertices are taken from Holzenkamp, Holinde, and Speth
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FIG. 3. The energy dependence of (a) o'~ gN and (b)
p~p pN at difFerent densities.
FIG. 4. The temperature dependence of (a) (o'v)~
and (b) (ov) ~ ~~ at different densities.
[17]. They are gAz&~/4n = 15.6, g&~ /4vr = 14.4,
gz&~/4m = 0.85, f&»/47r = 21.3, and AANK
1.2 GeV. The density dependence of
the coupling constants and the cutoff parameters can-
not be determined in the Walecka model. In the present
study, we take the coupling constants to be independent
of the density but allow the cutoff parameters to scale
with the in-medium masses to describe the increase of
hadron sizes as their masses decrease in dense matter
[18].
In Fig. 3, the energy dependence of the cross sections
o'~„~Iv and o&~ AIv are shown for different densities.
It is seen that in dense matter not only the threshold of
the reaction is reduced but also the magnitude of the
cross sections is increased. We note that o.
~p Apf is
larger than o.
~
For determining the antilambda production rate in
hot dense matter, it is of interest to evaluate the ther-
mal average of the product of the antilambda produc-
tion cross section and the kaon-meson relative velocity
(ov)~M A&. In Fig. 4, this quantity is shown as a func-
tion of the temperature for different densities and is seen
to increase significantly with the density. Again, we have
(ov)~~ A~ much greater than (ov)«
The antilambda yield in nuclear matter can then be
calculated from the kinetic equation
1 d(&p~) (o) (O)
y dt (+v)K1r ANP~P~ 1 (p) (o)PA P~ PKP7r
(o) (o)
Py P~P~ Pp+(+ )K ANP&p 1 ( ) ( )
PA P~ PKPp
(5)
where p's and V are, respectively, the time-dependent
particle densities and volume of the nuclear matter. The
equilibrium densities are denoted by p(e) 's. As in Refs. [5,
8], the expansion of the hadronic matter is described by
a simplified hydrodynamical equation with linear scaling
ansatz for the velocity profile. The hadronic matter is
assumed to be in thermal equilibrium and the thermal
energy is converted to flow energy as the system expands.
For the collision between two sulfur nuclei at 200
GeV/nucleon, the lorentz factor in the center of mass
is about 10 and it is thus expected that a fire-cylinder is
formed in the collision [8]. Its cross section is given ap-
proximately by mR = 40 fm, where R = 3.5 fm is the
radius of the sulfur nucleus. The number of baryons in
the fire-cylinder can be inferred from the measured nu-
cleon distribution in the central rapidity [11],dN/dy = 6,
to be about 36. The initial density is expected to be high
[19] and is taken to be 2po. Then the initial longitudinal
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FIG. 5. The time dependence of the temperature and
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length of the fire-cylinder is about 3 fm. The initial tem-
perature of the system should also be quite high and we
take it to be 195 MeV, slightly higher than that of Ref.
[8] in which the sulfur nucleus collides with a uranium
target.
The masses of nonstrange hadrons are assumed to de-
crease in hot dense matter as the nucleon [20]. Their
interactions are expected to be enhanced and so they are
assumed to be in chemical equilibrium. But the strange
hadrons, including both kaons and lambdas as well as
their antiparticles, are not in chemical equilibrium and
their abundance is determined by rate equations. Kaons
and antikaons are mainly produced in the hadronic mat-
ter from the meson-meson interaction MM -+ KK. The
lambda particle is produced from the absorption of an
antikaon by a nucleon via the reaction KN ~ An. The
rate equations for these particles and the corresponding
(o'v) can be found in Ref. [5].
The results of the hydrochemical calculations are
shown in Figs. 5 and 6. In Fig. 5, the time dependence
of the temperature of the fire cylinder and its length is
shown. The density of the system is reduced to one third
of the normal nuclear matter density after about 10 fm/c
when the temperature is about 150 MeV. We take this
as the freeze out conditions. The time evolution of the
abundance of nonstrange hadrons is shown in Fig. 6(a).
We see that at freeze out the number of thermal pions
is about 85 while the number of pions from the decays
of both rho mesons and baryon resonances is about 165.
Altogether we have about 250 pions, and this number is
slightly smaller than the 300 pions measured in the
CERN experiment. The time dependence of the abun-
dance of strange hadrons is shown in Fig. 6(b). The
final kaon number is about 14 and again is smaller than
the measured number of ~ 20 kaons. The lambda num-
ber is about 4 and is less than the measured number of
8. The smaller numbers of pions, kaons, and lamb-
das from our model, which are fewer than the measured
ones, may be attributed to particle production from the
0
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FIG. 6. The time dependence of the abundance of (a) non-
strange and (b) strange hadrons.
initial nonequilibrium stage and from the spectator mat-
ter which has been ignored in our study. The antilambda
number is about two and is comparable to the measured
value of 1.5 + 0.4.
In conclusion, we have obtained enhanced production
of antilambdas in hot and dense matter if the decreas-
ing in-medium hadronic masses are included. The en-
hanced antilambda production measured in ultrarela-
tivistic heavy ion collisions at the CERN energy thus
offers the possibility to study the property of hadrons
in dense matter formed in the compression stage of the
collision. This study is also important for future heavy
ion experiments at higher energies where the quark-gluon
plasma is expected to be formed in the collisions. To
find the signatures for the formation of the quark-gluon
plasma, it is essential to have a good understanding of
the hadronic physics which exists both in the initial and
later stages of heavy ion collisions. Further work is there-
fore needed to understand the relative importance of the
different mechanisms for antilambda enhancement.
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